4 BODIES!! BANG!!

4 bodies laying in the deep we can't even sleep you make it seem like you can't keep the vision the bloodie pistol in your and singing blue and yellow fitted yall can get it

Michigan jacket R.I.P to my homies who died in a casket
yall think this just about to go by but yall bugging yall lil kids goin' be running like some kids after candy but this anit all dandy
he was fadded like he was outdated Patty Wagan full my homies anit goin'
see em
Got dram with them kids but yall should be scared yall think collbing goin
do somethin' we roll deep
we goin' to keep yall in mind everbody in the hood trying to sell nick and dimes

4 Bodies in eveybodys mind revenge in mind. 4 Bodies 4 Bodies Blue and yellow fitted people callin the feds we cant even sleep in beds. the fed knocking on doors nobody snitching make itching. BANG BANG 4 Bodies.